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Paper Roll Clamps

Bolzoni Auramo is the paper handling Specialist.  Discover the right model for 
every handling need in our market leading roll clamp range. 

In the design and manufacturing of roll clamps, special attention is paid on 
the easy of use, efficient handling and on roll damage reduction. 

Used in paper mills, warehouses, printing and converting houses, in harbours 
and at forwarding companies, the Bolzoni Auramo paper roll clamp is the 
solution to your handling needs. 

The wide range of models offered by Bolzoni Auramo and Meyer include: 180° 
or 360° rotation, heavy duty tissue paper roll handling, 90° tilting, multiple roll 
handling, from 2 to 8 rolls at a time, non rotating models.

Ask for more. Ask for the Bolzoni Auramo ‘‘Intelligent’’ paper roll clamp.

Pulp Bale- and Waste Paper Bale Clamps

The Bolzoni Auramo pulp bale clamps meet the special requirements of pulp 
bale handling. They have a strong frame, slim and robust arm structure, 
colourless arm finish and correct opening- and capacity ranges for bale units 
of different sizes.  

The waste paper bale clamps are specially reinforced for the challenging 
handling operations. 

Models are available to handle pulp, cotton, wool, fabrics, tobacco bales, pulp 
bales, or to handle waste paper and in the recycling chain of plastic, fabrics 
and metals. Available also in 360° rotation version.

Sideshifters & Fork Positioners

Handling is easier and quicker, and the operations more comfortable for the 
driver.  Available in the hook-on version, the device is installed on the standard 
forklift carriage. The integral version is originally factory installed at OEM’S.

Bolzoni Auramo and Meyer fork positioners speed up load handling in 
situations where the pallet and load sizes differ. Fast and accurate hydraulic 
fork adjustment reduces damage to the pallets and cuts down handling time.

Fork positioners are available as sideshifting or non-sideshifting, with or without 
forks, with fork adapters or with forks fitted on a chromed bar, for heavy duty 
applications, with bolt on forks.

Multi Pallet Handlers

Bolzoni Auramo and Meyer multi pallet handlers enable one, two, three to 8 
pallets to be handled at the same time. Multi pallet handler applications are 
used in locations where great efficiency in pallet handling is required, for 
example in the beverage industries and in breweries.

Want to move more pallets at a time? Bolzoni Auramo and Meyer have the 6 
and the 8 pallet models available. 

Check it out on our web site, to find appliacation viedos and technical data.
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Clamps for General Use

Parallel clamps are versatile tools for general handling. The frame structure is 
very strong and compact, and visibility through and by the frame is excellent. 
Most models are available also with a 360-degree rotation. 

Incredible variety of uses: 

•	 clamps with manually rotating forks, to handle pallets, to empty drums, 
bales and boxes;

•	 clamps to handle foam rubber blocks, with autocompensating pads to 
handle concrete blocks, bricks and other building materials;

•	 clamps to rotate 1-2 or 4 metal oil drums;

•	 load turning clamps used to transfer goods from production pallets to 
disposable ones.

Match your application with the right Bolzoni Auramo and Meyer parallel clamp.

Carton and Home Appliance Clamps

Bolzoni Auramo and Meyer carton clamps are designed for palletless load 
handling. 

The use of carton clamps is recommended in locations where large amounts 
of products are packed in carton boxes and saving warehouse space and 
reducing packaging material costs is essential. 

Typical applications can be found in warehouses and domestic equipment 
factories and forwarding companies.

Home appliance and carton clamps can have different pad versions, such 
as single oscillating pads on both arms, both arms rigid. Available also as 
360° rotating version. 

Ask for more. Ask for the Bolzoni Auramo ‘‘Intelligent’’ carton clamp.

Push Pulls

Bolzoni Auramo offers the best tools for palletless handling too.

The Bolzoni Auramo push pull makes it easyer to transport loads without 
pallet: it is able to push and to pull heavy and large loads on a thin carton 
board or on plastic sheets. Imagine the savings both in warehouse space 
and in transportation costs!

Rotators

The Bolzoni Auramo and the Meyer 360-degree rotator is a simple and cost-
effective way to rotate and to empty boxes, bins and containers. 

A wide range of models and capacities ensures a correct tool for every rotation 
need: heavy-duty, with carriage for ISO forks, with galvanization treatment.  
Very special executions have been designed, to enable working in extreme 
conditions, in foundries or in the fish industry. 

 
Special Products

Tools for even the most special handling needs are often found directly in our 
range of specialized products. 

Reach forks, load stabilizers, inverters, load extenders, tyre clamps are some 
examples of our products in this range.

Depending on the use and the model type, also customized applications 
are possible. 
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Accessories

The comprehensive selection of Bolzoni Auramo accessories and options 
includes products for easing the use of lift truck attachments, for reducing 
damages during handling operations and for checking the operational status 
of the devices. 

Recommended on clamps handling loads sensitive to clamping force, Bolzoni 
Auramo has a complete range of solutions for the damage-free handling.

Start improving your handling quality. Ask for a trial.

Forks
Bolzoni Auramo offers a complete range of forks for lift trucks, construction 
and agricultural material handling machines, in many different capacities, 
sections and lengths, with ISO or with special mountings.

We produce forks in two state-of-the-art fully dedicated manufacturing plants.

First class material, traceability, patented production procedures, ready to 
ship stock: these are the forks you can rely on.

Lift Tables

To improve efficiency and productivity? Yes, it is possible. 

To provide ergonomic conditions and to ensure health, comfort  and safety 
to the operator is paramount for Bolzoni Auramo.

Main application fields are:
•	 ergonomic working station;
•	 feeding of processing machinery (in wood, plastic, glass, steel, ceramic);
•	 conveyor system, packaging system;
•	 loading bay;
•	 loading and unloading pallets for aircraft;
•	 connection between different stages.

The lift table can give a boost to your productivity, because it solves small 
logistic motions inside the working processes. Think about it.

With a brand which is synonymous with specialists in forest products handling attachments, 
BOLZONI AURAMO offers its expertise and market leading attachments for all requirements, from 
large paper rolls to pulp bales and cardboard packaging, from home appliances and beverage 
products to construction materials.

Innovation together with quality are the distinctive marks of the MEYER brand in our industry.
Acknowledged worldwide as the highly-specialized leader in quality pallet handlers attachments, 
MEYER offers a product range with a wide variety of attachments suitable for all material handling 
applications.

BOLZONI AURAMO and MEYER are BOLZONI GROUP brands.
The BOLZONI GROUP is the world’s leading supplier to the main lift truck manufacturers of factory 
installed products. 

More details, technical data and videos on our 
website.  Get the Bolzoni Mobile App: a helping 
hand for your daily work.
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